Propeller flap donor site closure by means of another propeller flap: A case report and literature review.
Despite some ongoing criticisms, propeller flaps are still gaining popularity among plastic surgeons. The need of skin grafting of the donor site is one of those limitations that sometime affect the beauty and the efficacy of this reconstructive technique. Similar to a classic bi-lobed skin flap in which the second lobe of the same flap is mobilized to cover the donor site defect of the first lobe, a second, discrete propeller flap can be harvested adjacent to the first, in order to close the first donor site defect, thus avoiding the need for a skin graft. We applied this concept of "sequential" propeller flaps to cover a 4.5 × 4 cm full thickness soft tissue defect at the level of the heel in a 54-year-old patient who underwent melanoma excision and sentinel node biopsy.The first and second propeller flaps of 10 × 4.5 cm respectively were rotated on a distal and on a more proximal perforator of the posterior tibial artery (PTA) respectively, obtaining a tension free closure along the entire wound. The post-operative course was uneventful and the patient returned to full normal activities after 4 weeks. Follow up at 6 months showed a stable reconstruction with no functional deficit. This option, that relies on two separate perforator propeller flaps performed in sequence to obtain complete wound closure, may be kept in mind when dealing with soft tissue defects eligible for propeller flap reconstruction, as long as sizeable perforators in a favorable position are available. Moreover, a brief literature review on propeller flap use in flap donor site closure is also provided.